
A Featherstone-like Horse and Musket set of Rules

Units can be of any size.  It is best to have cavalry units be roughly half and no more than two-thirds 
the size of infantry units.  A good number would be 24 infantry and 12 cavalry.  An artillery battery is 
represented by 1 base.

Terms  
D6 is a single 6-sided die.  2D6 is 2 6-sided dice rolled together. 

Disordered troops are those that did not successfully rally at the beginning of the turn.

Sequence of play
1. Roll for initiative.  The high roller has the choice to go first or second in each step below.
2. Move.  Each sub-phase is performed by the first player followed by the second player in turn.  

Move generals.  Move charging units.  Move other units.
3. Combat.  Shooting is done simultaneously with the following priorities: Stationary units shoot 

first.  This includes units that were charged but withstood the charge.  Moving units and 
charging units resolve combats at the same time.  Note that a unit that shoots first at a charging 
unit is considered to be meleeing with that shot.    



Movement
Units may move up to their maximum movement allowance for the current formation and terrain they 
are in.  They may move in any direction with the following restrictions.  

• No figure in the moving unit may exceed the maximum movement allowance of the unit.
• The unit may move in a forward direction up to its allotted movement allowance.  The move is

a straight line and the unit will face perpendicular to the line of advance.  This includes charge 
moves.

• Formation changes costs half the allotted movement allowance and may include a facing 
change.

Artillery may freely move in any direction at up to full speed.
A unit may also move in any direction or facing at a half move rate.

Type Rate

Infantry Line 6”

Infantry Column or Skirmish 9”

Infantry in March Column 12” 

Heavy Horse 12”

Light Horse 15”

Heavy Artillery 6”

Field Artillery 9”

Horse Artillery 12”
Units move through area terrain at half speed.  Crossing linear obstacles costs 3” of movement.  
Movement along roads negates area terrain penalties.  Units in column of march may add +3” of 
movement if traveling entirely by road.  Formation change costs half a move.   Units may move outside
their forward maintaining their current facing at half speed.

Infantry may form March column (1 stand wide), assault column (2  or more stands wide and at least 3 
stands deep), line (2 stands deep), square (2 stands deep with stands facing out in 4 directions forming a
“square”) or extended order ( a line 1 stand deep).  Cavalry may form line, column of squadrons (2 
stands deep) or march column gaining +3” for the latter.  Artillery have no formation but  shooting is 
governed by how far the unit moves.  Artillery may also double there movement rate by moving 
entirely along a road.



Shooting
Shooting can be done by any eligible unit in range of a valid target.  The player must be able to trace a 
clear line of site from the center of the shooting unit to the center of the target unit.  If this line is 
obscured by another unit or terrain piece, then the target is not a valid one.  

Infantry shooting
Total up the number of figures shooting.  Divide this number by 5.  This is the total number of dice 
rolled.  The total minus range modifiers is the number of hits scored.  If the number of figures does not 
divide evenly, 1-2 leftover figures are ignored, and 3-4 leftover figures to roll 1 extra die.   Roll less 
than or equal to the number listed at the shooting range.  The result is the number of hits inflicted.  
Example: 3D6 are rolled at short range with the result of 1, 4 and 5.  The 5 is greater than hit number of
4 so it misses.  The 1 and 4 are both less than or equal to 4 so they are added together to get 5 total hits.

Short (4) Medium (3) Long (2)

Musket 2” 4” 8”

Rifle 4” 8” 16” 
2 ranks of infantry may fire.  Disordered troops halve the final number of hits round up.  Add 1 to the 
target number when firing into an enemy flank.

Artillery shooting
Artillery fire is done differently than infantry fire.  For each battery, roll 1 die.  Each die that meets or 
exceeds the to hit number is a hit.

Canister Auto Short 2+ Medium 3+ Long 4+ Extreme 5+

Heavy Battery 10” 20” 30” 40” 50”

Horse or Field 
Battery

8” 16” 24” 32” 40”

For each hit on infantry and cavalry roll 1 die.  For canister, hits are rolled on 2 dice at 2” or less (close 
canister) or 1 die out to maximum canister range.  For hits at short range or longer add 1 if firing at an 
assault column or 2 if firing on a square, a flank or march column to the damage dice.  When firing at 
artillery roll to hit as normal.  If a hit is scored, roll on the table below.

7 or less No effect

8 1 man hit in open

9 1 man hit 

10 2 men hit

11 Gun destroyed in open or 3 men hit

12 Gun destroyed
Guns may fire if they did not move more than half or if they changed facing by 45 degrees or less.  If 
there is 3-4 crew, guns may be moved/aimed and still fire.  If there is only 2 crew, the gun may fire OR 
be re-positioned/faced.  If there is only 1 crew left, the gun fires every other turn and may not be 
moved/aimed.   Artillery has a supply of 10 shots per game.



Melee
Infantry and cavalry may opt to charge in and melee enemy troops.  3 ranks of infantry and 2 ranks of 
cavalry may melee.  Cavalry figures count double in in the turn they charge infantry.  Infantry may not 
charge cavalry.  Skirmishers will flee before a charging enemy up to it's normal move and are 
disordered at the end of the move.  This counts as their move for the turn.  

The procedure to resolve melee is the same as that of shooting.  1 die is rolled per 5 men.  1 or 2 men 
leftover are ignored.  3 and 4 figures left over roll a die.  Target number is 4 or less totaling the numbers
shown.  Roll saving throws as usual.  Skirmishers count only half the number of hits they inflict when 
fighting in the open.

Other nearby units may fire in support if they did not move this turn and they have a clear line of site. 
All fire is at half strength and charging cavalry receive small arms and canister fire at long range (8”).  
If a charging unit receives 25% or more casualties from its current strength in figures, the charge is 
halted.  Infantry will return fire at close range in disorder.  Cavalry will withdraw 1 move.

The loser of the melee is the unit (or side) that took the most casualties.  You can add 1 if a leader was 
involved in the fight and 2 if a leader was attached to the losing unit.  Also add the unit morale grade to 
the total for comparison.  Ties go to the defender.  Example: A guard unit fights a regular unit.  The 
guard unit inflicts 2 casualties and the regular unit inflicts 3.  The guard unit adds 2 to the total for 
being Veteran/Elite (+2) for a total of 4.  The regular unit adds 1 to the total for being regulars but also 
has a leader attached (+2) for a total of  5.  The guards lose the melee and must roll on the “Lost 
Melee” morale column but will likely make an orderly withdrawal.

Infantry Square
Infantry may form square to defend against a cavalry attack.  In melee they fight with half of their 
figures.  When shooting they use a quarter of their figures per side shooting.  They may take upto 4 
shots, one from each of the four sides.

If a cavalry unit melees a square, it must inflict 4 or more casualties or the cavalry unit automatically 
loses and retreats at least ½ and up to a full move.  If it inflicts 4 casualties, then the winner is 
determined as usual.   Casualties inflicted by cavalry on a square are halved and heavy cavalry do not 
get their charge impetus (double dice vs infantry).  

Saving Rolls 
In shooting or melee, the player owning the target unit is entitled to a saving roll to see if the figures 
that were hit are removed.  Roll 1 die for each hit from musket or artillery fire.  A hit is negated for 
each die that is equal to the save number.  Infantry and cavalry save on a 5+.  Skirmish infantry or 
artillerymen save on a 4+ against shooting casualties only.  Add one to the saving roll die for infantry 
(any type) in the woods.  All troops occupying buildings have a save of 4+ and occupying trenches or 
fortified buildings a 3+.



Morale
Units need to check morale when they are charged, when they've received casualties while charging 
and at the beginning of the turn to recover from disorder.  Disorder occurs whenever a unit takes at 
least 1 casualty. 

Rally Charged Lost Melee

0 Disperse Break  2 moves.  Disorder. Unit disperses or surrenders

1 Rout 2 moves.  Lose D6 
figures.

Fall back 1 move.  Disorder.
Rout 2 moves.  Lose D6 
figures.

2 Fall back 1 move .

3 No rally.  No move.

Fall back 1 move.  Disorder.

4 Rally.  No move. Wavering.  Stand ground.  
Disorder.

5 Rally.  Half move. Stand ground.  Simultaneous 
melee.  Infantry forms square 
against charging cavalry.

6 Rally.  Full move Stand ground.  First fire if unit
did not move this turn.  
Infantry forms square against 
charging cavalry.

7 Rally.  Immediately charge 
enemy if within 1 charge 
move.  

Counter charge, stand ground 
or form square.  Defending 
unit may fire first.

Modifiers:
+2 Guards
+1 Regulars
+1/0/-1 General within 4” of the unit.
+2/+1/0/-1/-2 General attached to a unit.
-1 for each 25% casualties from the original unit strength taken so far.
-1 if in canister range of an enemy artillery unit or in contact with any other unit. (Rally only)

A unit falls back facing the enemy.  A unit routes or breaks facing away from the enemy.  Victorious 
infantry may pursue 1D6”.  Victorious cavalry will pursue the rest of the move +1D6”  or +2D6” if 
they were impetuous this turn.  

Infantry charged by cavalry MUST form square if the result calls for it.  Cavalry charged by cavalry 
MUST counter-charge if called for.

If a unit is charged and is due to make a morale check from taking casualties, the morale check is made 
immediately. If the unit stands,  use the same roll and apply the result from the column in the morale 
table for being charged.  Example: A unit rolls a '4' which is “rally, no move.”  Then move to the next 
table and apply the result there which is “wavering.”  



Special Rules
Cavalry
Cavalry has two weights: heavy and light.  Light cavalry get 1 and a half times their dice against 
infantry.  Against heavy cavalry, the hits they inflict are halved.  

Curassiers and Life Guards are armored heavy cavalry.  They have a save of 4+.

Lancers are light cavalry armed with lances.  They get the first shot on non-lance armed cavalry.  In 
addition, their damage is not halved against infantry squares.

Infantry
Grenadiers and guards are elite troops especially proficient in close combat.  During melee, the owning 
player may opt to re-roll 1 die.  

Death of a leader
If a unit takes 6 or more hits, the unit leader or attached general must be diced for to see if they are also
hit.  On a 1-2, the leader in question is hit and removed from the game.  Unattached generals who use 
their influence may also be hit.  Each time they use their influence, roll a die.  On a 1, a stray round hits
the leader and kills him.    This check is not made if the unit being rallied is outside of 8” and is not 
threatened by any enemy unit.  Leaders do not have to make a save if they are using there ability out of 
harms way of the enemy.  Usually this will be at distances of greater than 8”.  The distance is measured 
from the nearest enemy unit to the friendly unit being influenced by the leader.  Some common sense 
needs to be applied here.  

If a general is overrun by enemy troops, roll a die.  On a 1-3, the general is removed from play (killed 
or captured).  On a 4+, the general retreats to the safety of the nearest formed friendly unit but may not 
influence any unit for the rest of the turn.

Skirmish Infantry
Skirmish infantry will give ground and evade formed enemy troop up to their full movement staying 
more than 2” away if possible.  They count as disordered at the end of their evade move if they were 
charged.  If they are caught in retreat, they may not strike back against the enemy.  Otherwise both 
sides may shoot.  If they choose to stand and fight in the open, they melee at half rate.  In defenses and 
difficult terrain, they may deliver full casualties to any enemy.   Artillery fire against skirmishers is 
halved at ranges greater than close range.

Sheltering artillery crews and generals
If an artillery battery or an unattached general is in the path of an enemy charging unit, they may take 
cover with a friendly unit within 2”.   Artillery will get 1 shot off at normal canister range against 
cavalry and close canister range against infantry. 

Sound the recall
If a cavalry unit gets a morale check result of “No Move” and is within 8” of an enemy, the owning 
player may optionally recall the unit.  The only caveat is that the cavalry unit in question cannot have 
been impetuous in the previous turn.  A recall is a retreat of 1 move and the unit becomes disordered at 
the end of the move.



Design Notes
This is a simple set of rules to get my role playing friends into table top gaming...specifically 
HISTORICAL table top gaming.  The game mechanics are simple and immediately recognizable by the
old grognard and familiar to the young, promising fantasy gamer who play games from a certain 
Fantasy/Sci-Fi game company.  The game is heavily based on those rules by Don Featherstone and 
Tony Bath.

Initiative is done at the beginning of each turn and players each take a turn moving their units within 
the movement phase.  Sometimes it will be better to surrender the initiative while other times it will be 
better to move first.  There is a morale penalty if a unit has to check morale while in contact with an 
enemy for instance.  So sometimes it will be better to charge that disordered unit in hopes they will roll 
really low and rout off the field.  

Movement is done in a simple way.   A unit can be moved a standard move in any forward direction so 
that the unit moves and faces along the axis of advance.  A unit can also be moved at a half move in any
direction or facing  

Shooting is handled similarly to the old Featherstone rules though any form of subtraction is removed.  
Instead you must roll below a certain number based on range.  Results may be halved based on unit 
type or disposition (disorder for instance).  Casualty rates are less.  At close range, a unit has about a 
50% hit rate compared to Featherstones rules which have a 66% hit rate at the same range.  Melee is 
only as bloody as shooting at close range but melee will at least be decisive.  

The big change is with morale.  I devised a simple 3 column table to handle general morale, being 
charged and losing a melee.  There are a few straight forward modifiers for each type of check.  
Commanders may influence the roll at the players whim by adding or subtracting modifiers up to +/-2 
depending on the situation.  Commanders that get involved though are at risk of being shot.  The more 
they get involved, the greater the risk.  Unit commanders are optional.  They are hit on a 1-2 like an 
attached general and if killed, the unit checks morale at -1 for the rest of the game.  Untested so far.

The special characteristics at the end cover most of the unit types of the Napoleonic wars.  Everything 
in game is handled in the simplest way possible.  The fights we have had have resulted in plausible 
outcomes.  Most importantly, the games have lasted about 10-12 turns and ran about 2 hours.  It has 
been designed for speed and easy of use while delivering a fun, historically based game.  

The dice
One lesson learned during a recent game was that some of the players found it hard to grasp how hits 
worked.  Here is a simple way to clarify how to calculate hits.  1) Roll the dice.  2) Remove any dice 
that are ABOVE the hit number.  3) Add up all the pips on the dice left over.  That is the number of hits 
scored.  Example: A unit needs a 3 or less to hit and gets 5 dice.  The player rolls a 5, 5, 4, 2 and 1.  
First, the player removes the 5s and the 4 as they are above the hit number of3.  That leaves a 2 and a 1.
The final total is 3 hits.  

Marking Units for Rally
Units make a mandatory rally check during the next movement turn.  Originally we were simply 
turning the command stand to mark these units.  Chris Johnson started marking these units with a die.  
When the unit had to make a check, we simply picked up the die and made the check.  If the unit failed,
the die went back to the table.  It worked very well.



Sequence of play
1. Roll for initiative.  
2. Move.  
3. Combat.  

Move
Type Rate

Infantry Line 6”

Infantry Column or Skirmish 9”

Infantry in March Column 12” 

Heavy Horse 12”

Light Horse 15”

Heavy Artillery 6”

Field Artillery 9”

Horse Artillery 12”

Morale
Rally Charged Lost Melee

0 Disperse Break  2 moves.  Disorder. Unit disperses or surrenders

1 Rout 2 moves.  Lose D6 
figures.

Fall back 1 move.  Disorder.
Rout 2 moves.  Lose D6 
figures.

2 Fall back 1 move .

3 No rally.  No move.

Fall back 1 move.  Disorder.

4 Rally.  No move. Wavering.  Stand ground.  
Disorder.

5 Rally.  Half move. Stand ground.  Simultaneous 
melee.  Infantry forms square 
against charging cavalry.

6 Rally.  Full move Stand ground.  First fire if unit
did not move this turn.  
Infantry forms square against 
charging cavalry.

7 Rally.  Immediately charge 
enemy if within 1 charge 
move.  

Counter charge, stand ground 
or form square.  Defending 
unit may fire first.

Modifiers:
+2 Guards, +1 Regulars, 
+1/0/-1 General within 4” of the unit. +2/+1/0/-1/-2 General attached to a unit.
-1 for each 25% casualties from the original unit strength taken so far.
-1 if in close canister range of an enemy artillery unit or in contact with any other unit (Rally only).



Shooting: Small Arms
Short (4) Medium (3) Long (2)

Musket 2” 4” 8”

Rifle 4” 8” 16” 

Shooting: Artillery vs Infantry/Cavalry
Canister Auto Short 2+ Medium 3+ Long 4+ Extreme 5+

Heavy Battery 10” 20” 30” 40” 50”

Horse or Field 
Battery

8” 16” 24” 32” 40”

For each hit on infantry and cavalry roll 1 die.  For canister, hits are rolled on 2 dice at 2” or less (close 
canister) or 1 die out to maximum canister range.  For hits at short range or longer add 1 if firing at an 
assault column or 2 if firing on a square, a flank or march column to the damage dice.

Shooting: Counter Battery
7 or less No effect

8 1 man hit in open

9 1 man hit 

10 2 men hit

11 Gun destroyed in open or 3 men hit

12 Gun destroyed

Melee
3 ranks of infantry and 2 ranks of cavalry may melee
See special rules for heavy cavalry and cavalry vs squares
Target number is 4.  Melee is usually simultaneous unless defender gets to shoot first.
Side that took the highest amount of casualties loses and makes a morale check.

Saving Rolls
Formed troops in open 5+

Light infantry in open, Artillery 4+

Farm House, Wall, Hedge 4+

Foritfied Farm House/Chateau, Earthworks 3+

In woods +1 to normal save

In melee (Most troops) 5+


